
Pronouncing PRO in Wolof
1. Overview

In obligatory control sentences, the subject of an embedded clause is phonologi-
cally null and necessarily coindexed with a matrix argument. Control theories can
be divided in three categories regarding the phonological properties of PRO:

• In inherent theories, the phonological nullness of PRO is a definitional
property of this item (e.g. Chomsky 1981).

• In derivational theories, the phonological nullness of PRO is a property
that it acquires during the derivation. In e.g. Hornstein’s (1999) Movement
Theory of Control, PRO is null because it is a trace of movement. It is possible
that the residue of movement under the MTC be overt (cf. backwards control
(Polinsky et al. 2002) and copy control (Lee 2003)).

• In arbitrary theories, there is no necessary relationship between its phono-
logical realization and its syntax and semantics; it is accidental.

Claim: only derivational theories are compatible with the properties found in
Wolof control. In Wolof, control clauses differ in whether or not the PRO sub-
ject is pronounced.
(1) Maymuna

Maymuna
fas-na
try-NA.3SG

(*mu)
(*3SG.SUBJ)

jàng
read

taalif
poem

b-i.
CM.SG-DEF

‘Maymuna tried to read the poem.’ null PRO
(2) Dimbali-na-a

help-NA-1SG
a-b
INDEF-CM.SG

xale
child

*(mu)
*(3SG.SUBJ)

jàng
read

téere
book

b-i.
CM.SG-DEF

‘I helped a child read the book.’ pronounced PRO
The realization of the controlled subject correlates with other properties:

• When PRO is obligatorily null, (1), clitic climbing is obligatory, while the
occurrence of a resumptive pronoun under Ā-movement is prohibited.

• When PRO is obligatorily pronounced (2), clitic climbing is prohibited, while
Ā-resumption is obligatory.

Proposal: PRO is pronounced as an overt pronoun because it is the partial residue
of movement (cf. Van Urk 2018). This would explain why the same construction
requires Ā-resumption: they are both overt residues of movement.

2. The pronounced PRO is indeed control PRO
The pronoun in (2) is a bound variable and it must have a syntactically represented
antecedent: these are the signature properties of PRO (Landau 2013).
The pronounced PRO has obligatorily a de te reading (3).
(3) Maryam

Maryam
wax-na
say-NA.3SG

Kadeer
Kadeer

mu
3SG.SUBJ

dem.
leave

‘Maryam told Kadeer to leave.’
a. #De re reading: Maryam is hosting a party. She hears that a certain waiter named

Kadeer is being a nuisance. Maryam tells the nearest waiter “Kadeer has to go.”
Unbeknownst to her, she’s talking to Kadeer.

b. De te reading: Maryam is hosting a party. She hears that a certain waiter named
Kadeer is being a nuisance. Maryam tells Kadeer “You have to go.”

If the antecedent is an only DP, only a bound reading is available (4).
(4) Kadeer

Kadeer
wax-na
say-NA.3SG

Mareem
Mareem

rekk
only

mu
3SG

lekk
eat

jën.
fish

‘Mareem is the only x such that Kadeer told x for x to eat fish.’
Under ellipsis, only a sloppy reading is available (5).
(5) Wax-na-a

say-NA-1SG
Kumba
Kumba

mu
3SG.SUBJ

jàng
read

a-b
INDEF-CM.SG

téere,
book

waaye
but

wax-ul
say-NEG

ma
1SG.SUBJ

Roxaya.
Roxaya

‘I told Kumba to read a book, but not Mareem.’
a. I didn’t tell Roxaya for her (= Roxaya) to read the book. sloppy
b. *I didn’t tell Roxaya for Kumba to read the book. strict

2.1. Interim conclusion
The overt pronoun in (2) is a pronounced instantiation of obligatory control PRO.
However, if this is the case, why do other control sentences in Wolof (e.g. (1)) not
contain the same pronoun?

3. Correlated differences
An answer to this question can be provided by other differences between the con-
trol sentences in (1) and (2).
When PRO is null (6), clitic climbing is obligatory. When PRO is pronounced (7),
the CL must stay in the embedded clause.
(6) Maymuna

Maymuna
fas-na{=ko}
try-NA.3SG{=3SG.ACC}

jàng{*=ko}.
read{*=3SG.ACC}

‘Maymuna wants to read it.’ null PRO
(7) Kadeer

Kadeer
dimbali-na{*=ko}
help-NA.3SG{*=3SG.ACC}

Mareem
Mareem

mu
3SG.SUBJ

jënd{=ko}.
buy{=3SG.ACC}

‘Kadeer helped Mareem buy it.’ pronounced PRO

ý This can be analyzed in terms of restructuring (Wurmbrand 1998). When
PRO is null, the embedded clause is truncated, so that a CL must climb into
the matrix clause to find an appropriate host. By the same token, when PRO
is pronounced, the embedded clause must be bigger.

If the embedded object is Ā-moved (by Wh-movement or clefting), a resumptive
pronoun is prohibited if PRO is null (8), but obligatory if PRO is pronounced (9).
(8) Ginaar

chicken
g-i
CM.SG-DEF

la
OBJ.FOC.3SG

Maymuna
Maymuna

fas
want

yéene
want

togg(*=ko).
cook(*=3SG.ACC)

‘The chicken, Maymuna wanted to cook.’ null PRO
(9) Ginaar

chicken
g-i
CM.SG-DEF

la
OBJ.FOC.3SG

Maymuna
Maymuna

dimbali
help

Roxaya
Roxaya

mu
3SG

togg*(=ko).
cook*(=3SG.ACC)
‘The chicken, Maymuna helped Roxaya cook.’ pronounced PRO

ý This can be analyzed in terms of the impediment of movement caused by
the size of the embedded clause.

4.Analysis
Proposal: Control clauses in Wolof differ in size.

• When PRO is null, the embedded clause is truncated/restructured.
• CL climbing is obligatory because the embedded clause is truncated, so
the CL only finds an appropriate host in the matrix clause.

• The reason why Ā-resumption is prohibited is that the truncated structure
is not a horizon (see below) for Ā-movement.

• The null PRO correlates with obligatory CL climmbing and prohibited Ā-
resumption because these properties are all consequences of the truncated
size of control clauses like that in (1).

• When PRO is pronounced, the embedded clause is bigger, projecting a
CP, which is, furthermore, a horizon (Keine 2019) for movement.
• CL climbing is prohibited because the embedded clause is not truncated,
so it finds an appropriate host without climbing into the matrix clause.

• Ā-resumption is obligatory because null PRO control clauses are not a hori-
zon for Ā-movement, impeding movement.

• Auxiliary proposals: the pronounced PRO is a partial residue of themove-
ment (Lee 2003, Van Urk 2018) that creates a control dependency (Horn-
stein (1999).

• The pronounced PRO correlates with prohibited CL climmbing and oblig-
atory Ā-resumption because these properties are all consequences of the
non-truncated size of control clauses like that in (2).

4.1. Derivation of a control clause with a null PRO

(10) CP

C′

C TP

T vP

v VP

V
try

VP truncated complement

V
cook

DP
chicken/ko/Wh

Wh
CL climbing

4.2. Derivation of a control clause with a pronounced PRO

(11) CP

C′

C TP

T vP

v VP

DP
a child

V′

V
help

C non-truncated complement

C vP

DP
a child

v′

v VP

V
read

DP
the book/ko/Wh

Wh

θ

7CL climbing

5. Concluding remarks
Only a derivational theory can account for the phonological properties of object
control in Wolof and, furthermore, for the correlation between them and other
phenomena like CL climbing and Ā-resumption. That PRO in some Wolof control
clauses is an overt pronoun arises as a consequence of the CP that is horizon to
both A-movement and Ā-movement.
Inherent theories do not accommodate a pronounced PRO, while arbitrary theories,
although compatible with it, might treat the correlation between the pronunciation
of PRO in Wolof object control and Ā-resumption as accidental.
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